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PART _ A

Answerall questions. Each carriesone mark. 10

1. Give an example o, Half-duplex mode of dataflow.

2. What lype of switching mechanism used in internet ?

3. Which Transmission media used for high speed data communication ?

4. What is the Shannon's capacity rormula ?

5. Which error detection method involves polynomials ?

6. What is LLC ?

7. Which layer in OSI model use bridges ?

8. What is the maximum throughput in pure ALOHA protocol ?

9. What is the address size ol lPV6 ?

'10. Which protocol used in email applications ?

PABT _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each carries two marks. 16

1 1. Explain the different type ol data flow in communication with an example,

12. Write the advantage and disadvantages of fiber optic cable.
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13. Write short notes on satellile comrnunicalion.

14. Explain the bit orjented type of framing techniques.

15. Explain the functions of data link layer.

16. Explain the term piggybacking.

17. How does slotted ALOHA improve the pedormance of the system over pure

. ALOHA ?

18. Write short notes on router.

'19. Explain the functions of Token bus.

20. Explain thefunctions of adaptive and non-adaptive routing.

21 . Explain the tragmentation technique.

22. Explain the two iype of congestion handling methods.

PABT _ C

Answer any six questions. Each carries four marks,

23. Explain point to point and multipoint connection in detail.

24. Explain the dlfferent type of data transmission used in wireless mode.

25. Find the CRC for the data polynomial x4 + x2 + x + I where generator
polynomial x3 + 1.

26. Compare TCP/IP and OSlmodel.

27. Explain the tunctions ot stop and wait protocol.

28. Explain the functions ol slotted ALOHA and derive the maximum throughput.
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29. Explain the different type of Ethernet.

30. Write shon notes on leaky bucket algorithm.

31. Explain domain name system in detait.

PART - D

Answerany two questions. Each carries litleen marks.

^ 32. ExplaintheOSl reference model in detailwith functions ol each layer.

33. Explain the lPV4 Header format in detail.

34. Explain lhe dislance vector routing mechanism.

35. Explain lhB functions of two type ot sliding window ARO with different case.
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